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ABSTRACT

In this thesis new foundations for the stochastic process are 

formulated which lead to the conventional stochastic formalism and 

in addition clearly define the notion of time reversibility for the 

stochastic process. The stochastic equations are shown to have rep

resentations in a separable Hilbert space TI, which have no counter

part in unitary quantum dynamics.

Beginning with an intuitive consideration of sequences of 

measurements, we define a time-ordered event space representing 

the collection of all imaginable outcomes for the measurement se

quence .

We then postulate the generalized distributive relation on the 

event space and examine the class of measurements for which this re

lation can be experimentally validated. The generalized distributive 

relation is shown to lead to a a-additive conditional probability on 

the event space and to a predictive and retrodictive formalism for 

stochastic processes.

We show that the dynamics of the stochastic formalism are 

distinct from unitary quantum dynamics in several major ways. We 

propose the basis for a mathematical structure in H which would in

clude both the stochastic formalism and the quantum formalism as 

special cases.
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INTRODUCTION

This introduction will describe briefly, the contents of each of 

the thesis chapters.

Chapter I is concerned with background material and provides a 

matrix for an extensive bibliography documenting the various researches 

into stochastic theory and quantum theory. An examination of these 

references will point out the conflict between and the attempts to 

reconcile two highly successful theories: quantum theory and classical 

stochastic theory.

After an extensive study of these references the author concludes 

that these attempts at reconciliation have failed for three major reasons: 

(1) The author agrees with those who feel that the quantum axioms, 

historically and in more recent formulations, are not derived from a 

consideration of data, but are postulated and then are shown after the 

fact to agree with certain experiments. (2) Mathematicians have made 

little or no attempt to appeal to the nature of physical data in their 

axiomatic forumlation of stochastic theory; that such an appeal has not 

been made by physicists, can be explained by their loss of interest in 

stochastic theory with the advent of quantum theory. (3) Stochastic 

theory has never been formulated in a way which would allow its dynamical 

structure to be compared with the dynamical structure of quantum theory.

The author, in the last part of Chapter I, outlines his plan for 

rebuilding stochastic theory from a consideration of physical data and 

for casting stochastic theory into a form which can be compared with 

quantum theory.
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Chapter II contains a paper submitted for publication to the 

Journal of Mathematical Physics, by the author and Professor Collins, 

which represents the major portion of the research of this thesis.

In this paper, classical stochastic theory is formulated from a 

consideration of the nature of data. It is shown that the conventional 

predictive stochastic formalism as well as a new retrodictive stochas

tic formalism follows directly from these elementary considerations, 

and that the random walk equations, previously thought to be valid 

only for Markoffian processes, are in general true for the non-Markof- 

fian case.

Since quantum theory is formulated from axioms totally dissimilar 

to the axioms of the stochastic process, the compatibility of these 

two theories can be tested only if we can succeed in casting the equations 

of motion for stochastic theory into a form which can be compared with 

the dynamic structure of quantum theory. We then do this by demon

strating the existance of a structure in a separable Hilbert spaced 

which will, in all cases, reproduce the dynamical structure of stochastic 

processes, both predictive and retrodictive. This has never before 

been accomplished, and it is hoped that this accomplishment will do 

for stochastic theory what the Tl formulation by Dirac did for quantum 

theory. In any case, with this stochastic*}!  formulation we are able 

to compare directly the dynamical structure of classical stochastic 

theory with the dynamical structure of quantum theory. It is shown 

by this comparison that classical stochastic theory is compatible 

with quantum theory in only a trivial circumstance.
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Chapter III, entitled "Discussion", is intended as a physical 

exposition of the mathematical results of Chapter II. The Journal 

of Mathematical Physics, to which the paper of Chapter II was submit

ted, demands that papers submitted to it, be written in a rigorous 

mathematical setting. Thus physical examples, minus the mathematical 

rigor, will be presented in Chapter III to enhance the understanding 

gained by reading Chapter II.

In this chapter we will investigate the nature of the transition 

probability and point out by a simple thought experiment, the conditions 

for this transition probability to be Markoffian. We will then investi

gate time-reversal in stochastic processes, by deriving the predictive 

and retrodictive diffusion equation from the predictive and retrodictive 

random walk equation. We will show the retrodictive diffusion equation 

to be the time-reversed form of the predictive diffusion equation and 

will thus be able to investigate the time-reversal characteristics of 

diffusion.

We will then derive the Pauli master equation from the stochastic 

formalism and compare it to the form of the master equation derived from 

quantum theory. We will show from this that stochastic theory seems to 

afford a more general description of ensemble systems than does quantum 

theory.

Finally we will examine a simple experimental situation which can 

be described by stochastic theory. We will show that the probabilistic 

interpretation of quantum theory fails to describe the most general 

type of data available from this experiment.
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Chapter IV, the summary, will review the results of this disser

tation, discuss the major differences between quantum evolution and 

stochastic evolution, and will propose new research to formulate a 

more general evolution structure for physical systems.

In the bibliography there is included, with many of the references 

a brief statement of the content of the work undertaken which would re

late specifically to this research.



CHAPTER I

BACKGROUND

Quantum theory and the theory of classical stochastic processes 

have shared a strange history of conflict in marriage since the intro

duction (1905-1927) of quantum theory be deBroglie, Planck, Einstein, 

Bohr, Heisenberg, Born, Schrodinger, Jordan and Dirac. Many physicists, 

including the originators of quantum theory, have tried with only partial 

success to resolve the conflict between these two highly successful 

theories. Part of the difficulty as we shall see in this section is 

the unintuitive nature of the quantum formulation, the impreciseness 

of previous formulations of stochastic theory and the failure to com

pare directly the dynamical laws of both theories.

At the outset, the foundations of quantum theory seemed unintuitive 

to many in its prescription of a dual nature to both electromagnetic and 

particle phenomena. The early formulations of Heisenberg and Schrodinger 

seemed to set the stage for a series of unintuitive although precise 

formulations by Dirac*•'*"'*,  von Neumann^) } Birkhoff , Jauch^\ Piron^), 

MackeyC^) and others.

However the brilliant success that quantum theory enjoyed in de

scribing the results of a large number of experiments, motivated many 

attempts to rationalize the foundations of the theory with experience. 

Bom^-*  in 1926 gave birth to the so-called "Copenhagen" or "orthodox" 

interpretation of quantum theory which provided the first interpretative 

connections between classical probability theory and quantum theory. 

Born's interpretations lead to a lengthy rational-emotive exchange 
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between Bohr and Einstein^) > C9) , (10) , (11) argUing ^he applicability 

of quantum theory to anything other than ensemble systems. This con

troversy remains to be settled as can be seen in more recent publica

tions M » C13) , (14) , (15) .

Other attempts to deny or confirm the Born hypothesis came in the 

form of hidden variable arguments. The Einstein, Podolsky, Rosen (EPR) 

paper^lO) was the first to present an argument suggesting that quantum 

mechanics was not a complete theory. This paper led others ’ ^•■*•8)  , (19)

to suggest that the "dispersion free" states of quantum theory could be 

specified not only by the quantum mechanical state vector but also by 

additional "hidden variables".

Many attempts were made to defeat the hidden variable idea mathe

matically (i.e. show it inconsistent with quantum theory). Von Neumann^) 

was the first to present such a proof and more recently Jauch and Piron^) 

have presented another version of this proof.

However, Bohm^O) f Belial) and Bub^2) daim that von Neumann's 

assumptions are restrictive and of limited relevance and in addition 

have shown the axioms of Jauch and Piron to be unreasonable.

Several attempts at the explicit construction of a hidden variable 

theory have been undertaken. Bohm^®) has constructed a hidden variable 

theory which is non-local in nature and Bell ^3) pUrpOrted to prove

that a local hidden variable theory is not possible. Based on Bell's 

argument, Clauser et.al.^4) have proposed an experiment to test Bell's 

theorem. However Collins ^5) shOwn that one of Bell's assumptions

is unnecessary and that without this assumption, an explicit local 

hidden variable theory can be constructed.
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At the roots of this lengthy and continuing controversy seems to 

be a general lack of intuitive feeling for the quantum axioms; thus 

other approaches (1^)>(19)>(26),(27),(28) rationalize the quantum axioms 

in terms of the measurement process but final and decisive interpre

tations have not been forthcoming.

Many physicists have sought to overcome the intuitive difficulties 

of quantum theory by deriving certain results of quantum theory from a 

classical basis. Heisenberg's uncertainty principle and the corres

pondence principle motivated many early attempts (29)-(47) to generalize 

Newtonian mechanics with a statistical approach to obtain the structure 

of quantum theory.

The similarities of the classical Hamiltonian formalism to the 

quantum Heisenberg operator "picture" and of the classical diffusion 

and Langevin equations to the quantum Schrodinger "picture" have motivated 

more recent attempts to relate quantum theory to classical physics.

Leibowitz (48),(49) derived a differential equation for the time 

dependence of the density of solutions for the Hamilton-Jacobi equation 

and showed that it could be put into the form of the time-independent 

Schrodinger equation. He was not able to obtain the time-dependent 

Schrodinger equation however.

Nelson(50)>(51) examined a collection of electrons interacting with 

an external field and assumed that the collection is described by 

Brownian motion with a diffusion coefficient given by ti/2m. With 

this model he derived the time-dependent Schrodinger equation. He 

showed that the classical paths for the electron are so discontinuous 

that time derivatives do not exist; thus the particle momenta are not 
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well defined. He also showed that the Brownian hypothesis led to the 

correct energy levels for bound states of the Hydrogen atom and in

terpreted these levels as states of dynamical equilibrium.

De la Pena-Auerbach and Garcia-Colin($2) generalized Newtonian 

mechanics in a stochastic Brownian model and showed that the time

dependent Schrodinger and the Fokker-Planck equations followed if the 

non-Markoffian terms of the stochastic equations are ignored. The 

same authors in another article(53) suggested a generalization of 

Schrodinger's equation based on a stochastic model and purport to 

give a counter example to von Neumann's hidden variable proof.

Kursunoglu*-54)  derives the classical Markoff formulation of the 

random walk problem in phase space in a manner analogous to the 

Feynmann path-integral formulation(55) an(j compares it to the result 

obtained by Chandrasekhar^^) .

There have been a few attempts (5^) > (58) , (59), (60) stujy 

differences between the algebras of quantum theory and classical prob

ability theory. Some of the difficulties of generalizing the algebra 

of probability theory to the algebra of quantum theory lie in the 

definition of conditional probability. Several publications by 

Watanabe (^"*")  ’ (^2) > (63) summarize these difficulties and comment on 

the physical implications of these difficulties.

Thus we see that while connections between quantum theory and 

stochastic theory have been noted in certain special cases, no overall 

analysis of the relationship of these two theories has been attempted. 

Before we propose such an analysis let us examine briefly the develop

ment and present "state" of stochastic theory.
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Classical stochastic theory, while perhaps not as broadly appli

cable as quantum theory, is extremely successful in some areas, and 

has as its foundations one of the most lucid and intuitive of all 

physical theories: classical probability theory.

That classical probability theory is so lucidly formulated is 

probably due largely to its experiential genesis in the works of Pascal, 

Fermat, Huygens, Bernoulli, de Moivre and Laplace*,  who generated prob

ability theory to describe data which were more subject to direct ex

perience than were the subtle microscopic data which motivated quantum 

theory.

* A short history of the early development of probability theory can be 
found in Introduction to Probability Theory, by Uspensky, McGraw Hill 
(1937).

As probability theory began to intrigue mathematicians the subject 

took on important developments in the works of Tshebysheff, Markoff and 

Lia Pounoff. The fundamental work which set the stage for the modem 

measure-theoretic approach was done by Kolmogoroff. Since that 

time many books have appeared; three of the most outstanding are those 

by Doob^S), FellerC^b) } ancj Loeve(67) .

Before we discuss the modem developments of stochastic theory we 

should perhaps distinguish stochastic theory from probability theory. 

Although repeated trials are fundamental in validating the results of 

probability theory, probability theory does not concern itself explicitly 

with the dynamical behavior of the data. Stochastic theory does concern 

itself with this dynamical behavior and thus can be viewed as the tem

poral generalization of probability theory.
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Stochastic theory unfortunately has not had the same intuitively 

lucid and mathematically rigorous treatment as has classical prob

ability theory. An example which characterizes one of the more rig

orous treatments of stochastic theory is the text by Doob . in 

this text and most others, the stochastic generalization of probability 

theory comes about by considering probabilities for sequences of ran

dom variables. Such sequences and their probabilities are assumed to 

exist and be well defined independent of any observational considerations. 

Certainly no mention is made of the observational processes necessary 

to validate the axioms for the treatment of random variable sequences. 

It is not surprising therefore that the application of stochastic 

theory to the description of physical phenomena is a difficult and ill- 

defined procedure.

For example, once physical considerations are brushed aside and 

the mathematical structure for general stochastic processes has been 

established, most texts define the Markoff chain (sequence) and devote 

the majority of their considerations to the study of Markoff processes. 

Although the definition of the Markoff chain is usually made quite 

rigorous mathematically (eg. Chung, ref. 68) the class of measurement 

sequences which contain such chains is not defined. Consequently the 

range of applicability of Markoffian stochastic theory to the dynamical 

behavior of physical systems is unknown. Such unintuitive treatments 

of stochastic theory have, in the opinion of this author, made impossible 

an exhaustive comparison of the dynamical descriptions of stochastic 

and quantum theory.
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From this review of the research in quantum theory and stochastic 

theory it is easily seen that no one has yet reconciled or even succes

sfully compared these two theories in any satisfactory way; only bits 

and pieces of connections have been observed for rather restricted 

cases. It is this author's contention that these attempts have failed 

for three major reasons:

(1) The author agrees with those who feel that the quantum axioms, 

historically and in more recent formulations, are not derived from a 

consideration of data, but are postulated and then are shown, after the 

fact, to agree with certain experiments. The axiom which the founders 

of the modem axiomatic approach are most concerned about is the com

plex Hilbert space axiom; more precisely, the partially ordered set of 

all questions in quantum mechanics is isomorphic to the partially ordered 

set of all closed subspaces of a separable, infinite dimensional Hilbert 

space.

The mathematician George Mackey in his treatise "Mathematical 

Foundations of Quantum Mechanics"^) says of this axiom, "Why do we 

make it?....We make it because it "works", that is it leads to a theory 

which explains physical phenomena and successfully predicts the results 

of experiments. It is conceivable that a quite different assumption 

would do likewise but this is a possibility that no one seems to have 

explored." Then a physicist Josef Jauch in his elegant formulation of 

quantum theory, "Foundations of Quantum Mechanics"^) Says of the Hilbert 

space axiom, "...We begin the building of the bridge which connects the 

general quantum theory, as an abstract proposition system, with con

ventional quantum mechanics in a complex Hilbert space. This bridge 
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is not yet complete. There are no convincing empirical grounds why 

our Hilbert space should be constructed over the field of complex 

numbers."

(2) Mathematicians have made little or no appeal to the nature 

of physical data in their axiomatic formulation of stochastic theory. 

As a consequence, the class of physical systems to which stochastic 

theory is applicable is unknown. Nelson in his monograph, "Dynamical 

Theories of Brownian Motion"^), discusses the "doldrums" in which 

stochastic processes is in today; "Physicists lost interest in the 

phenomena of Brownian motion about thirty or forty years ago. If a 

modem physicist is interested in Brownian motion, it is because the 

mathematical theory of Brownian motion has proved useful as a tool in 

the study of some models of quantum field theory and in quantum sta

tistical mechanics".

(3) Stochastic theory has never been formulated in a way which 

would allow its dynamical structure to be compared with the dynamical 

structure of quantum theory.

It is this state of affairs in quantum theory and stochastic 

theory which invites the line of investigation undertaken in this thesis.

The author's first direction for investigation consisted of a de

tailed study of the work of JauchC4) to determine whether or not the 

Hilbert space axiom could be rationalized in terms of direct experience. 

Failing this, the author decided that if one was to compare directly 

stochastic theory with quantum theory, then the dynamical equations of 

stochastic theory would have to be cast into a form similar to the dy

namical equations of quantum theory.
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The first task then, was to formulate stochastic theory from an 

examination of the nature of data so that at least the class of experi

ments for which stochastic theory applies could be known. As mentioned 

earlier, several new results for stochastic theory were a result of 

this investigation.

The next step then was to cast the dynamical structure of stochas

tic theory into a format comparable with the dynamical structure of 

quantum theory. This was accomplished by deducing the existance of a 

structure in a separable complex Hilbert space which is always capable 

of describing the stochastic process. This result is totally mathe

matical in nature and the purpose for choosing the complex Hilbert space 

representation, as stated above, was to allow a direct comparison be

tween quantum theory and stochastic theory.

To the best of the author's knowledge, this approach to the TI 

formulation for stochastic processes is unique. It is interesting 

however to compare the approach of this thesis with the approach by 

Jauch^\ Such a comparison will lend some insight into the basic 

differences between the stochastic formalism in‘H and the quantum form

alism in Tl.

Jauch begins by assuming that all questions that one could ask 

about a physical system form a basis for the set of all propositions 

about a physical system. The analogous collection in this thesis is 

the event space which is assumed to contain only those questions which 

can be answered by a measurement. Jauch then assumes that the propo

sitions for a system form a mathematical collection known as a lattice. 

In the present work however, the event space forms a mathematical 
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collection called a o algebra. This structure is chosen because it 

contains only those propositions which are answerable by a direct ob

servation, whereas the lattice contains what Jauch calls "incompatible 

propositions", i.e., propositions not answerable by a direct observation.

Jauch chooses as his time evolution model, a temporal mapping which 

leaves the lattice of propositions invariant. This assumption seems 

reasonable since, if one can imagine a set of propositions (answerable 

or not) for a system at tQ, then he can certainly imagine the same set 

of propositions for a system at t^ > tQ. In contrast, the evolution 

model introduced here is built to reproduce only the data which is 

gathered in a time ordered sequence of measurements. Obviously the 

event space then need not remain invariant with time since the type 

of process used for data gathering may change in the time sequence. 

Finally, Jauch, with no empirical grounds (as he himself claims) shows 

mathematically that his axioms have a representation in a separable, 

complex, Hilbert space which is identical with conventional quantum 

theory. Here, in an entirely different way from Jauch, it is shown 

that mathematically, the stochastic structure obtained from the sto

chastic axiomatic set also has a representation in a separable, complex, 

Hilbert space but that the stochastic evolution picture in‘H differs 

considerably from the quantum evolution picture in'll.

This comparison however, suggests a more general evolution pic

ture in Tl which includes quantum evolution and stochastic evolution 

as special cases.



CHAPTER II

STOCHASTIC PROCESSES AND THEIR REPRESENTATIONS IN

This chapter consists of a paper submitted to the Journal of 

Mathematical Physics. The paper is intact with the exception of 

its original bibliography, which has been incorporated into the main 

bibliography.
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Stochastic Processes and Their Representations 
in Hilbert Space*

F. G. Hall and R. E. Collins 

The Department of Physics 

University of Houston, Houston, Texas

ABSTRACT

Beginning with an intuitive consideration of sequences 

of measurements, we define a time-ordered event space 

representing the collection of all imaginable outcomes 

for measurement sequences.

We then postulate the generalized distributive 

relation on the event space and examine the class of 

measurements for which this relation can be experimentally 

validated. The generalized distributive relation is 

shown to lead to a o-additive conditional probability 

on the event space and to a predictive and retrodictive 

formalism for stochastic processes.

We then show that this formalism has a predictive 

and a retrodictive representation in a separable Hilbert 

space eH , which has no counterpart in unitary quantum 

dynamics.

^Supported in part by a Frederick-Gardner Cottrell 
Grant-in-Aid from Research Corporation.
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Stochastic Processes and Their Representations 
in Hilbert Space

F. G. Hall and R. E. Collins 

The Department of Physics 

University of Houston, Houston, Texas

Introduction

A recent series of papershas developed 

the idea that much of the formal mathematical structure 

of physical theory can be deduced directly from the 

statistical nature of experimental data. The present 

paper presents that portion of these studies which bears 

directly on the evolution of irreversible physical 

processes.

We begin the study of the evolution of a system by 

insisting that, if we are to say we have observed the 

dynamic behavior of the system then we must monitor 

the system by a sequence of time-documented measurements

With each of the measurements in the sequence, we 

associate in our mind a collection of possible outcomes. 

The collection being determined, of course, by the 

properties of the measuring apparatus. We may also 

associate a collection of possible outcomes with the 

entire measurement sequence.
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We assume that all experimental data is statistical 

in nature, i.e., each outcome in the collection of 

possible outcomes is a random event. This assumption 

leads us to consider probability theory as a mathematical 

model for the kinematics of a system.

Since our imagination, at least for physical- 

experimental situations, seems to be conditioned by 

conventional logic we will assume that a o-algebra 

describes the collection of imaginable outcomes (event 

space) of a measurement and that the frequency of 

outcomes, can be described by a a-additive measure of 

unit norm whose domain is the o-algebra.

This approach does not differ from conventional 

approaches except, as we will show , in the definition 

of the o-algebra of possible outcomes for measurement 

sequence and the conditional probability defined on this 

o-algebra.

We will show that an equivalence relation must be 

defined on the o-algebra for the measurement sequence 

in order to obtain the predictive and retrodictive 

random walk formulation for stochastic processes. This 

equivalence relation the generalized distributive relation 

is empirical in nature, and is not deducible from the 

logical structure of the mathematics describing the 

measurement sequence.

We will then show that the predictive and retro

dictive random walk formulations for the dynamics of a 
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physical system, have representations in a separable 

Hilbert space *H,  which differs considerably from the 

conventional quantum representation. It appears that 

the dynamical laws of conventional quantum theory are 

not the most general representation of the random walk 

formulation in H.

The Measurement

For the sake of clarity and brevity in the follow

ing discussions we will begin by defining the measurement 

process.

We assume that an experimental situation may be 

completely described by a countable, functionally 

independent set of real valued functions >

which may be arbitrarily partitioned into two functionally 

independent sets; one set, a K-tuple (bit b't' •1 1 < V*  ) 

describing the results of K simultaneous measurements and 

one set • • ) describing the environment

conditioning the measurement. (This simply states that 

we must be satisfied to determine a finite number of 

system properties.)

We suppose that a measurement is always limited to 

some finite resolution and thus each of "^i» b1-*  " ' ‘ * i)K 

has a countable range •• • R^K respectively. Since

each of 1)' » V*  ‘ ' i* has a countable range, there exists 

a countable collection S (-» jp . . ..*»  VI ----------------------------------- IVT. , T* , € R^,, v• • Pxe 
of K-tuples of real numbers (denoted
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which contains all possible K-tuples of real numbers in the range of

Such assumptions lead us to make the following definitions:

A measurement of a system is an operation performed on a system 

which assigns a configuration ft. ift.} - i z 3 •• •t0 th® system- 

For example, if we are interested in the pressure and volume of a 

system, then a configuration assigned to the system is a 2-tuple 

of real numbers QPz , in the range of the functions P and V 

respectively.

The spectrum of a measurement is the collection of all possible 

configurations •

We may now define the event space as the collection of all 

imaginable outcomes for a measurement. Let denote the spec

trum of a measurement process NL. The event space 

is the o-algebra ^75) of subsets of C|. The motivations for 

such a choice for the event space are discussed in several 

texts C66), (67) . arguments against such a choice have been 

discussed by Jauch C4). We will assume the a-algebra to be 

a valid representation since as we will see there seem to be 

many physical situations for which the a-algebra is appro

priate and yields results not obtainable by conventional 

quantum theory.
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Here we will refer to the members of as

events and define the probability for an event as a 

o-additive measure P of unit norm on • Such

a function has the following properties:

(i) if Ee O^.PCE)£ 1

(ii) PC^) = c>j <6is the null event corresponding to
the empty set in£Ez(_c^^ 

co
(i i i) PCCk) - 1 ; Ci - U (set union is interpreted

* as logical or)

(iiii) if - is a disjoint sequence
of sets in CExCCxl} then 

oa co

J=l

There is a much wider agreement on the properties 

of P than the event space because of obvious physical 

interpretations. Axioms (i) and (ii) follow from the 

operational definition of probability. Axiom (iii) 

simply states that some value in the spectrum must be 

obtained as a result of and axiom (iiii) is the 

mathematical statement of the familiar mutually exclusive 

rule in probability theory.

With this brief introduction we may now consider 

sequences of measurement operations.

Sequences of Measurements

We wish now to consider the time-documented sequence 

of measurements Mu] . By time documented

we mean M. occurs at t. and in case k< A , then "i.: < t./ 1 1 J * 3
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Since each has an associated event space , the col

lection of all imaginable outcomes for the ordered sequence 

£ L is a physically meaningful notion; thus we pro

ceed to define the event space for L .

Let C denote the cartesian product space for the sequence 

of o-algebras £ (EOCC&^ >£El(.C^})£e2CC2.^- • • ^£EuCca} i. e.,

(1) C= - • • ®£eu(Cu')}

££(.€’)} is the event space for {.M*  x, = 4, L means, E is 

an event in £E(C)^ only in case E is a subset of C.

That £t(.O3 contains the imaginable paths of outcomes 

for the measurement sequence, can be seen from recognizing that 

£E(C) contains the collection of simple paths

(which are read as " occurred 

then 'I’jj occurred then, . . . ,then occurred"), the com- 
2o A -k A

pound paths such as £(U ""'^U 1*3 J and the unions and

intersections of the compound paths, for example,

<. tv 6 • • • * K) u (&? ■
Notice that in contrast to the usual route in probability 

theory C66) we have not defined £t(C)3 to be the cartesian pro

duct space of the o-algebras £EO (.Co)} • (ElCCi.)} - Such

a choice is not the most general one since it requires that set 

operations in te«)) be defined in terms of set operations in

J • For our definition of £.E(C'>} we 

see that C does not form a o-algebra since it contains no
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unions of members of C. One can however, by choosing 

an equivalence relation between members of C and the 

compliment of C in , "induce" a a-algebra on

C. As we shall see in the next section, such a choice 

is empirical and seems necessary in order to produce 

the stochastic process.

PROBABILITY ON ^ECcl}

We now turn our attention to probability functions 

on and in particular conditional probabilities.

We will assume in the following discussions that the 

environment for the sequence 1^41 ebu is fixed and 

described by . We will tacitly require that all 

probability functions on be conditioned by

The unit norm condition for P on is given

by

C2) PCC^ = i

which was interpreted as the probability for some event 

to occur during . In view of this it would seem 

reasonable that for the sequence of measurements

C3) PCCo>Cl^-->Cu') =

and for the simple paths Sm^m-|>t... in

C4) P(.u Sm) = 1
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which is interpreted as some simple path must occur. In order for

(3) and (4) to be true, we must postulate the following relation:

If • • • > both E' 4 , • ■ - ,Ei.^ukC^

then

(5) (Eo:tElt---)EiJJEiJ> ^Eu1) = (Ge:»E^--->Ex>-">Eu')UCE05>E1>--

We will also require the class of measurements that we are in

vestigating to obey

A A A A A A a A CO, + Vk

(6) 

which simply states that only one configuration may be obtained as 

the result of a measurement. Statements (4), (5), and (6) must be 

a postiori in nature, not derivable from any a priori consideration. 

To clarify this point, consider the following measurement situation.

Fig. 1. Electron Gun Aparatus

The schematic in figure 1 describes two electron guns
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and G2 firing at a fixed target M. These electrons are 

scattered from M and detected at or D^. The entire 

apparatus is placed in a cloud chamber so that the track of 

each electron can be monitored if desired. Such a device will 

serve to examine the generalized a-algebra UW'i and equat

ions ( 5) and ( 6) .

Let Mq denote detection of the firing of the guns, 

denote detection of scattering from the target, denote 

detection .at or D^. We may now build for the

sequence • The a-algebras , lE.tCO'J

are given by

££<>(06^ = VG,-), CG'h CG,nG.)»0^

(7) 1 M, (£>}

C as defined earlier is given by the cartesian product 

space cc,^ ® Letters and , the event

space for => is the a-algebra of subsets of C.

If we form tElCl'i by the prescription given above we will 

feee that £tCC^ contains events such as "D,) , (.G.VDa) >

> the union of these >D,) <J U

D.^kJ Da') > and (G.Uta^ D,UOa') . It is quite

natural to interpret each of the events in the collection

as the event for a certain simp 1e path to be 

observed in the cloud chamber. The union of these simple 

paths would of course be interpreted as the event for one or 
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another of the simple paths to occur. However, the event

DiU Dt) would appear to have no simple interpre

tation as an event independent of the events for simple paths.*

* The event £G,u<3t:>M^DlUDJt)seenis a likely candidate for a "super
position" event defined by Jauch(4) if the a-algebraic structure 
of £E(C)} is modified. This investigation will constitute an
other publication.

We do see however that equations (3) and (4) can be satis

fied for only in case equation (5) is valid on [ECO}.

Equation (5) defines the event CG^UGa^M DiUDj.) in terms of the 

simple paths in i.e., by equation (5)

(8) (GaM)OlUDzW(GJM^DlUD^
- >Dl)U(Gl>M»Ol)U(Gl>M^D.UD2)
= D.) U (G,)DzlUCe^tvUDJUCG^Mtp^

and therefore the requirement for [ECO} that P(c) is unity is 

consistent with equations (3) and (4) .

We will call equation (5) the generalized destributive relation 

of the set operation,^, with respect to the ordering operation ■>. 

We see that this relation is a postiori in nature i.e., it is not re- 

quired by the structure of Only when we require equation (3)

or equation (4) to be valid must we require the generalized distribu

tive relation. The validity of equation (4) can be tested only if 

each of the simple paths are observable, thus the generalized dis

tributive relation is ultimately a postiori in nature.

It should be evident that equation (5) "induces" a
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a-algebra on C and thus reduces [ECO} to the conventional a-algebra 

of simple paths.*  We will see however that the generalized notation 

obtained from generalizing £e (.C) leads to some new notions in sto

chastic processes.

* If equations (3) and (4) are to be consistent with the require
ment P(c)=l, then the generalized distributive relation must be 
valid for both union and intersection with respect to ordering.

Let us return to the experiment of figure 1, assuming that the 

generalized distributive relation is valid for this experiment. We 

see in general that the probability for and Q D2 is non

zero. However if we suppose that and G2 never fire simultaneously 

and that and D2 never detect simultaneously, then equation (6) is 

satisfied; thus we see that equation (6) is a requirement motivated 

by a. postiori knowledge.

From equation (6), equation (8) and the additive property of P 

we see that

(9) P(GVU 62.»M } D,U Dj =

from equation (9) we conclude that

(10) PCG.UG^M^Dj) =

thus we are provided with the definition

(11) P(Dj)= P(caC^Dj) = 2^P(Gi>Ci> Dj)

*.=1,1
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for the unconditional probability to detect a particle at Dj 

this definition may be generalized to an L-term measurement 

sequence, i.e. for the L-term measurement sequence

the unconditional probability for a result "^during , 

L is given by

(12) = = P(
and using the generalized distributive relation, the disjoint 

ness of the simple paths in and the o-additivity of P, we 

see that equation (12) may be written in the more familiar 

form

that is the unconditional probability for^.is the sum of the 

probabilities of all simple paths containing^ .

With a suitable definition of conditional probabi1ity, 

equation (12) provides the general mathematical structure for 

a stochastic process. Conditional probabi 1 ity on may be 

defined by analogy with the traditional definition. Convent-
1 k

ionally the probability for " is observed if E^is observed" 

is given by

P(E?)

for the conventional event space, such a definition suffers 

from causal ambiguities; however fpr the time-ordered event 

space such ambiguities disappear.
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In addition to the simultaneous events of equation (14) we wish 

to consider the conditional probability for the time-seperated events

s Ej , itj By analogy with the conventional definition, equation

(14) , we define

(15) -^eNc^^-^Cu)

P(fo4Cr> -> E^CCy_)

we see that this is well defined, independent of the magnitude of i 

with respect to j. Let us examine this definition for the case where 

i<j and the case where i = j.

When i<j, equation (15) becomes

fl 6) P( E61(CO»C,> - - ^C^ - • =>E*
1 k "" P(Ca>C,¥ ' • > E*  ■ • ^Cj > - >CL)

thus * L<j has the obvious interpretation "the conditional

probability for the event Ej to occur at time tj if Ej_ is known to 

have occurred at an earlier time tp

Now P(E*|Ej)  is also well defined by equation (15). Let us 

examine the nature of this conditional probability. Equation (15) 

yields

(17) P(E JIE* ) = ^CL)n(Co^c,y»E^CiM»--^c..))
3 -^Cu)

Which in view of the nature of the sequenced event space can only be 

interpreted as "the conditional probability for the event to occur 

at ti if Ej is known to have occurred at a later time t^".

In case i = j, we see from equations (16) and (17) that 
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our definition of equation (15) is the analog of the conventional 

definition given by equation (14).

It is our claim, and we discuss this more fully in the 

sections to follow, that the sequenced formalism clearly dis

tinguishes and defines both "types" of conditional probabilities 

as given in equations (16) and (17) . We will demonstrate that 

the conditional probability of equation (17) can be the 

"inverse: or "time-reversed" form of the conditional probability 

of equation (16), only in case the system follows a determin

istic path through the measurement sequence. We also will see 

that PtE’ is definable only because of the a. postiori

nature of the data from a measurement sequence.

We will postpone this discussion until we have more fully 

developed the stochastic equations describing the measurement 

sequence.

THE RANDOM WALK

Now that we have developed the definitions for conditional 

probability and unconditional probability, we are able to 

consider the measurement sequence as a generalized random walk 

problem. We will, in this section, develop the random walk 

equation which determines the probability for the statement, 
A

"the simple event is the outcome of M^, regardless of the 

outcomes of the rest of the measurements in the sequence", in 

terms of the conditional probabilities of with respect to

the outcomes of other measurements in the sequence.
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We accomplish this by beginning with the definition in 

equation (12) of the unconditional probability. From this we 

may write

kx
Since the conditional probability is defined for each member 

of tecc)} we may write, from equation (15)

' * P«o>Ct>..^^CA41>...^Cu^

Using the generalized distributive relation, the numerator 

of equation (19) may be reduced so that equation (19) becomes 

(20) -
p (.Col c.>... >

Since the numerator of equation (20) is exactly the term inside 

the sum of equation (18) , we may employ equation (20) to write 

equation (18) as,

h;

Before we "expose" this as the random walk equation, let us
A

consider the unconditional probability for -^o . From equation 

(12) we may write

(22) P(^.) - ^CL) ; j>K

and as we saw in the development of equation (20) , we may 

write from equation (15)

(23) P(<.\^^ P(co>C,^. ..>• • ■ > CJ+t >■ • ■ >Cu) 
» j 1"
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which allows us to write equation (22) as

and in the simplified notation provided by the definition of 

unconditional probability, equation (21) may be written

(25) ; p1

and equation (24) may be written

(26) P(^)= ’’ 1>X

which we will name the predictive random walk equation and 

the retrodictive random walk equation respectively. This is 

an obvious choice of terminology since equation (25) 

calculates probability distributions for events occurring at 

tj in terms of the probability distributions for events 

occurring at an earlier time t^ and equation (26) calculates 

probability distributions for events occurring at t^ in terms 

of the probability distributions for events occurring at a 

later time t..
---------  J

We may go a step futher in adapting our notation to the 

standard notation by defining the predictive transition 

probability

(27) ^cp-^cu)

and the retrodictive transition probability

t28) Tt'kj = ?cu)
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so that the predictive random walk equation becomes 

(29)

kt
and the retrodictive random walk equation becomes 

(3°)

We see from the preceding analysis that equation (29) 

is a generalized form of the conventional Markoff random 

walk equation. It is generalized in the sense that 

is not Markoffian.

We also see that equation (30) is not at all conven

tional since it implies that if we know the probability

at and the set of retrodictiveset

probabi 1 ities then we may calculate the

set (?<-(«)} even when ■ Such a result 

transition 

probability 

is completely

consistent with the a_ postiori nature of data. We will 

discuss this property of data in the conclusion section 

of this paper.

PROPERTIES OF THE STOCHASTIC PROCESS

In this section we will examine the temporal behavior 

of the stochastic process in terms of prediction and retro- 

diction. This examination will clarify the relationship 

between the predictive dynamics and the retrodictive 

dynamics and will provide a foundation for our examination 

of the representation of stochastic processes.
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Each measurement pair Vlx ,Mj *3 Axj in the measurement 

sequence • • • > ML defines a collection of

predictive transition probabilities, a collection

of retrodictive transition probabi 1 ities and a

collection of simultaneous conditional probabilities •

Tl-jA) is the predictive transition matrix for the 

measurement pair ? *.  < j means, T(.^,X) is a

matrix such that T^- is the row and the

fei+h. column element of .

T '(X))) is the retrodictive transition matrix for the 

measurement pair bAx., Mj means, is a

matrix such that is the ^"VVu row and the ^j"bVL
/ 

column element of TO, j) .

T(*-,».)  is the simultaneous conditional probabi 1 ity 

matrix for the measurement Ml means, is a

matrix such that V?' is the V?a+Vl row and the kVi-Vu 

column element of T(L , 1 .

We see then that an L-term measurement sequence defines 

L(.L+ 1). measurement pairs • i< j and thus

defines i-0^11 retrodictive transition matrices,

predictive transition matrices and L simultaneous conditional 

probability matrices.

Let denote the collection of predictive transi

tion matrices, denote the collection of retrodic

tive transition matrices and denote the collection

of simultaneous conditional probability matrices. Let
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denote the collection of members of £T( j 

and (a, U J- .

We will now investigate the conditions, if any, for 

the collections i and to

form either groups or semi-groups with respect to matrix 

multiplication.

First, we note that equation (6) requires that the 

collection be the collection of unit matrices

I • In general, each member of is of a

different dimension, depending on the spectrum of M;

In this investigation, we will assume that each spectrum 

is countably infinite, and thus each member of will

be of the same dimension.

It is not difficult to see that matrix multiplication 

between certain members of produces a transition

matrix in • To show this we simply use equation

(29) to write the following equation set;

= 7 Kk P(^.) 

60

(31)

Substituting the first equation of the set (31) into the

second equation in the set we obtain

t?o Ro 
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which implies by comparison the Chapman-Kolmogorov relation

(33) Tfc
Ki

This procedure may be repeated for the entire set (31) to 

obtain

(34) y  ' " y ^u-tWu-2.*

ku-t
Since Tkuko is the t?L+Vt row and fco+h. column of T(L)O)

we see that equation (34) provides a multiplication theorem 

for transition matrices

(35) T(L,O) =T(.l,l-0T(L-1,L-Z) • - - T(.i,O)

From the retrodictive equation (30) we may write an equation 

set similar to the equation set (31) and derive the multi

plication theorem for the retrodictive transition matrices

(36) T'(.o,l) = T'co,i)T'C',z) • --T'Cl-^l)

In addition, equations (29) and (30) can be combined for 

various integers i and j so that multiplication is defined 

between members of and . For example

consider the integers such that

Equations (29) and (30) then define the products

T (A-, T’ T'(AA)
(37) 0 °

T ( tt, i.) T = T ( a, <^) 
T (^>%) T' =
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However we also obtain from this process

(38)

P(^)^2Lp(^Zjk*̂ Tk,^t = 21Mk*̂ PC^ 
k< kfc *?;

* In this case Tl*,A) would describe a deterministic process.

Equations (38) define the matrix products

M(A,A) =T,(A)t'>T(x)M

(39) M (t,^) =T(t, A)T'(A,t)

The immediate inclination is to identify the collection

IM U,JL^ ^=O,L as the collection of simultaneous

conditional probability matrices. However such an identi

fication would require that

NUa.m = Ift.= T'lAj-kl TCi.A-l
(40) H (k,X) =T  =T(t,A) T'lA.t)*

and if the dimension of is the dimension of T * then

equations (40) imply that

(41) T'U.X) = iTLt.^y1

Wu^^ has shown however that since each member of Tti^) 

is positive, then its inverse transition matrix

must have at least one negative member, unless of course 

Tit,A) has only one non-zero member. Since T'Ca,!) is 

itself a transition matrix, equation (41) and thus equations 

(40) can be satisfied only in case has only one non-
*

zero member. Thus we see that in general, MCA,4) cannot be 
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identified as the matrix T(A, ZL) of simultaneous conditional 

probab i 1 ities.

With multiplication defined in and

we may proceed to examine these collections as groups or 

semi-groups.

Since £t Ccan form a group only in case each 

member T(n-,c^) e ] has an inverse ,

we see from the preceding arguments that neither {TQj.a.'X 

nor can form a group.

We also see that the collection (.} 3cannot form 

a semi group since the product M given by equation (40) 

is not a member of unless for each positive

integer a such that i. 6.L.,

(42) - T(.jl,L) =1
which as we.argued is possible only for a deterministic 

system. 

Let us now examine the conditions for and

^T' C a ) j ) to form semi-groups. Suppose (. j, forms 

a semi-group. In this case, closed associative multiplication 

must be defined between each pair in • We see from

equation (35) that left multiplication of T(h.,/Lt by 

yields f l<^, A.) thus the product TCfyM TCn., ZL) is a member 

of £Tti)U^and the multiplication is closed. Since this 

multiplication is matrix multiplication it is also associative.

We see however that multiplication of the two matrices
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T" (-p, T produces a transition matrix in only-

in casec^-rtor -p= A. . This fact motivates us to define the 

following notion: Two transition matrices an^

are adj acent means , either -p-A. or n. It is clear then, 

that if each pair of matrices in can be made adjacent,

then wi 11 form a semi-group.

If each member of ^Tljjf^has the property that

(43) T'lJi.jte) — T in case

then any two matrices T(-p,and T(A.( A]e■fVlj.l'i] can be 

made adjacent simply by relabeling as TC^yA1) where

A')€ £T(j ji^and (c^- a' I equals IW-lso that

Thus the collection can ^orm a semi-group in

case the matrices in the collection are all conformable and 

equation (43) is satisfied for each matrix in the collection. 

The same argument applies for the collection If

in addition we include the col lection in we

see that can form a monoid semi-group. The same

argument applies for •

We see then that the predictive collection and

the retrodictive collection can each form a group only

in case each member in ^Tlj^^and each member in 

describes a deterministic system. However each of 

and £T'(l)j)^ can form a semi-group in case each member of
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and each member of satisfies equation (43).

Physically, equation (43) restricts the transition 

probabilities to be a function only of the number of 

measurements between and ; this requires that each Ttj,!.) 

be a function only of the relative time difference between 

NL and NL . Thus equation (43) is analogous to the quantum 

requirement that be a function only of if U is to

be a member of the unitary group.

We also demonstrated that a retrodictive transition 

matrix is not the inverse of the corresponding predictive 

transition matrix. However the equations resulting from 

the sequenced event space clearly define and distinguish 

between retrodiction and prediction and show that one may 

always predict or retrodict the stochastic process.

2 PROBABILITY FUNCTIONS IN V

In this section we will demonstrate that probabilities 

for simple paths in £E(c’\’J may be represented as products of 
2 complex functions in 1 , the space of square summable 

2 sequences. From the isomorphism of 1 to a separable 

Hilbert spacewe deduce the existance of a continuous 

linear operator inwhich corresponds to the transition 

probability of equation (27). Hilbert space representations 

for probabilities of simple paths in £E(,C)^ are shown to be 

possible because of the positive definite, unit norm and 

o ^additive properties of P.
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Since PC^.J is positive definite, there exists a 

complex function OC^. such that for each 

(45) Ptfs, ) = «.;.

and the phase of CC^. is arbitrary.

Using the unit norm property and the generalized 

distributive relation we see that

co(46) 2ZP^S1'i = i = 2Z.^.aRj
Thus the sequence is square summable and is a

member of 1 . If we now consider the vector defined by
oo

(47) = J*

where ••• is an orthonormal basis for a separable

Hilbert space TI, then only in case^C^ is a square

f 77 )summable sequence. Thus if we define as

(48) Ck. = O(k. (<o^p\CX(j)»^ 

we see that£C^£ is square summable therefore IcVlj))> defined by

(49) |0tCj -(<o<ljUo<(3)>V/2' 2^5^ lfej>

is a member of Tl. Thus we see that for each square summable 

sequence there exists a vector e <H such that each

member of has a representation in H given by

(50)
(<paj)
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Thus we have established an ^1 representation for each member 

in the collection and therefore for •

Now let us examine the transition probabi1ity .

Since is positive there exists a complex function for 

each fej and kx such that

(51) TRjte. = KR.ta

and since is singly stochastic the sequence = 1,2,•

is square summable for each • Therefore there exists a 

countable orthonormal basis and a member eH such

that for each k*  

k u -(52) K ik-<<ciklQw_>)Vt*

We see from (51) and (52) that for a given basis >

each member of the countable collection £,\Qrx'>3; is deter

mined only to within a phase,

VC Wj may be written in a different form since we 

may associate with the collection an orthonormal

basis an an operator mapping onto TL ,

i.e. for each k.
1

(53) - KCjA) lki>

thus we may write (52) as

. - <^jl *<3,^
(54) te-fe- «k.| K+ K

with these representations for and P we may write the
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♦H representation for the predictive random walk equation as

('55') <o<CjM(XLj)> * t— <CXU)|(X(.^>
kx 

clearly, from this development, an *11  representation can

be generated for the retrodictive equation (30). This

equation would be given by

<o(Li)|0(ll)> • / _ <kj\K,+ G)j)K(A,3H^> <<XCj)|0C(.j)>

/ where the operator is constructed so that

(5 7) Tte v - I K'ct, 3) I feiXk; Ij)
OMK'tXnK'-tcf,)) !!?/>

the retrodictive transition probability is reproduced. Thus 

we have estab 1ished Tl representations for both the retrodictive 

and predictive random walk equations.

RANDOM WALK AND TIME EVOLUTION IN *H

Now that we have established an H representation for 

the random walk equation, we may employ a phase choice theorem 

established in a previous paper*'^'*  to establish another H 

representation for the random walk equation which will allow 

us to compare the dynamics of stochastic and quantum theory.

This theorem demonstrates the existance of choices 

for the phases of the sequence of products 

such that equation (55) factors to yield (see appendix A 

for this theorem and its connection here).

r58) l£XCi)> - V
J (^tjllcxcjlX72- L__ <kJK+Klki>«o<(LU0CM»',z-

Ki.
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Equation (58) provides a very simple representation in H 

for the dynamics of classical probability theory, i.e. 

equation (58) may be written

(59) ioc'u)') _ Vx'u)>
tex 

where

(60) <1^=

and (59) can be futher simplified by defining the operator 

$(j,k) as

(61) Si^.t)- / KU.-l)——•
,—' CVig.tex

so that equation (59) becomes

(62) loc'c^)) = StjAl

and we see that in a similar manner we may construct this 

representation for the retrodictive case which is

(63)

Equation (62) is similar in form to the evolution 

equation of quantum theory, although as we will see in 

the discussion to follow, the stochastic operator S(3)^-) 

differs strikingly from the quantum evolution operator UCtj,^). 

In addition to equation (62) we have equation (63) , the 

retrodictive evolution equation. No such formalism 

appears in conventional quantum theory.
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Thus we see that for the measurement sequence 

there exists a collection V.Stj,!')} of predictive

stochastic operators and a co 11 ection j)} of 

retrodictive stochastic operators. Let us now examine the 

properties of and .

First we see from equation (61) that

(64) <fej = —1---------------- lU

If we multiply equation (64) by its complex conjugate and 

sum over all Ifcj''} then we obtain the isometric property for S

(65) = I

However multiplying equation (64) from the right by its 

complex conjugate, we see that S is unitary (S4S=SS^ = 1) only 

in case K is unitary. Thus we see that S is automatically 

isometric by construction, but can be unitary only if K is 

unitary. This relationship of S to K, as we will see, has 

important physical implications. In order to see these 

implications we must explore the properties of the collections 

^.Slj ,1)} and \_S'(L > j)} .

The approach to the examination of ^SL j ,11^ and 

will be almost identical to our earlier approach when we 

examined the co 1 lections and and not suprisingly,

the results will be almost identical. The complex analogs 

to equations (31) are by the phase choice theorem
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(66) 0C^= 21
too

ocR x ’ J<^\s(2,o)l^ocv?o

ki T"

°Cfcc - ^<teL\S(L,L-i')lku.t>O(ku_1 = 

teu-t Ku-l ’Ro
Substituting the first of equations (66) into the second 

equation in the set and comparing we obtain

(67) ]jXfco ^(2,1) I^Xk, ^(1,0)1^ = y<^^(.2,0)\V6>0C^

Ro R.
so that we obtain the H-representation of equation (33)

(68) <^15(2,0)^^- ^<^\Sl2,i-)\^iYte,\S(.i,0)lko> 

R.
which implies the multiplication theorem

(69) 8(2,0) - S(2,i^ SC1)0^

This procedure may be repeated for the entire set (66) to 

obtain the general multiplication theorem for the stochastic 

operator set i . e . ,

(70) SCL,O) - S(L,L-n SCL-l,L'Z)--- 5(2,^ SC 1,0^

and similarly for the retrodictive set

(71) s'(o,l) - s'co,f)s'ci.z)••• sa-z^-t)Sa-ljL)

In addition we have the set £SCZ,i-^ which by equation (64) 

and the definition of {TCi.;is given by
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(72)

Suppose ^_S(j)jL')^ forms a subset of a group. It 

must be true then that each member of £SCj)X,)^ has 

an inverse. We show in appendix B, that in case S-"*" (j,i) 

exists, then

(73)

that is, the state of the system at NL must be precisely 

determined. Consider the predictive random walk equation 

in case S (j,i) exists for each measurement pair in the 

sequence.

(74)

which by (73) must reduce to

(75)

Equation (75) is the random walk equation for a system 

which is deterministic from Mq through We see

from this that in case tSCj,!)} is a subset of a group, 

then the members of cannot describe the most

general class of stochastic processes. The same argument 

applies for

Let denote the collection of members of

and . As we did for

the transition matrices we may define multiplication
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between members of £S(. 1) and £, & and show that

for t and s each a positive integer such that t>s

21<^\ S'CA.-kH^OCttL
(76)

^A-

Equations (76) are satisfied in case

Slil./L) S^A.t) = S'tt.X) -I
(77)

S(A,t) S(fc,M = SIa.a) = I

but can be satisfied, as could equations (38), without the 

conditions imposed by equations (77). In fact if equations

(77) are required of each S(j,i) and each S’(j,i) then the

system described by the collection would, by

equation (75), be completely deterministic. In addition 

we see that if is to form a semi-group, then

equations (77) must be satisfied if multiplication between 

S(j,i) and S'(j,i) is to be closed in &(. j, 13 . There

fore if forms a semi-group then it must form a

group, and this group must be a unitary group since each

is isometric and has an inverse.

Now suppose that forms a semi-group. As

with iTtj,!)} , we must require that

(78) S(6,te) =S(x,^3 U-Vi\ = \TC-^3

that is can form a semi-group only if each

S£ is a function of the relative time. The
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same argument applies for t Si i , j

We are now in a position to fully appreciate the 

difference between stochastic dynamics and quantum 

dynamics. First we note that the stochastic evolution 

operators is in general isometric while the quantum 

evolution operator U is always unitary.

We see that in case the collection of stochastic 

operators for the measurement sequence

forms a unitary group, then a system 

must follow a deterministic path through the measurement 

sequence. We also see from appendix B that in case each 

member of the collection has an inverse then

is a unitary collection and equation (75) 

implies that each measurement in the sequence, except 

the last, yields a unique result.

Since the quantum evolution operator U always has 

an inverse, we see that the quantum evolution equation, 

when subjected to the phase choice of appendix A, can 

only describe evolution corresponding to equation (75). 

In case the quantum evolution operators form a unitary 

group then unitary evolution in can only describe a 

deterministic stochastic process when the phase choice 

is imposed. Thus we see that quantum dynamics, i.e. 

unitary evolution in <K, can never reproduce the random 

walk structure of stochastic processes.
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QUANTUM AND STOCHASTIC DYNAMICS IN A SINGLE*H  REPRESENTATION

From the preceding section we see that quantum dynamics and 

stochastic dynamics in are identical only in case the quantum 

evolution equation is subject to the phase choice of Appendix A 

and the stochastic operator S is unitary. However, if the quantum 

evolution equation is subject to the phase choice, then the peculiar 

probability structure produced by the "square" of this equation 

disappears; on the other hand, if the stochastic operator S is 

unitary, then the more general singly stochastic structure of the 

transition matrices of stochastic processes is restricted to the 

doubly stochastic structure of quantum theory. Furthermore, if 

the phase choice is imposed on unitary evolution in*H,  then the 

ensuing dynamical model in Tl can reproduce only a special case, 

given by equation (75), of the random walk equation (29).

In view of this, it is interesting to note that Nelson (50), (51) 

has derived the time-dependent Schrodinger equation from the dif

fusion equation. However, one may readily see from Chandrasekhar's(^6) 

derivation of the diffusion equation that the diffusion format fol

lows from the random walk equation (29) only in case T is

doubly stochastic.

Such a result emphasizes the pecularity of the doubly 

stochastic "transition" matrix of quantum theory. The quantum 

"transition" matrix is clearly doubly stochastic since its elements 

are given by

(79)
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and we see from this equation that since U is unitary

(80) v-
=1

ki IRa.

However the stochastic representation with elements

(81) T^_ =

is in general not doubly stochastic since in general S is only iso

metric and not unitary.

The above properties of the evolution equations and the transition 

matrices of quantum and stochastic dynamics provide the motivation for 

a more general mathematical structure in ‘H which will include both 

stochastic and quantum dynamics as a special case. To do this we simply 

hypothesize that each "state" of a physical system has a representation 

by a member of a seprable Hilbert space Tl, and that the dynamical evo

lution of the system is described by

(82) I (Xlt^ - S Ct.to) \C(CW

where S is in general isometric. The quantum dynamical description is 

given by a unitary S and the stochastic dynamical description is given 

by applying the phase choice theorem to equation (82) . In this way we 

encompass both the peculiar probability structure provided by quantum 

theory and the singly stochastic transition matrix of classical stochas

tic theory.
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CONCLUSION

We have discussed in this paper a novel formulation for the a- 

algebra of stochastic chains and have seen how the sequenced event 

space leads to the notions of both prediction and retrodiction in 

stochastic theory. We have shown also that the equations for stochastic 

dynamics have a representation in a seprable Hilbert space ‘H which in 

general is distinct from the conventional quantum representation in ‘H. 

The stochastic picture in‘H suggests a more general evolution picture 

in Tl which includes quantum evolution and stochastic evolution as 

special cases.

That retrodiction in stochastic theory is possible, is not sur

prising and in fact is necessary when one considers the definitions 

upon which stochastic theory is built. For example, consider the mea

suring sequence > Mu} . Suppose we let N systems pass

this sequence one at a time, so that a moving picture camera may record 

the configurations assigned to a system as it passes through the se

quence. Let the ith frame on the film record the result of M^. Then 

the passage of a single system through the L-term measurement sequence 

will be recorded on an L-frame strip of film, each frame containing 

the result of one measurement. Suppose we record each system's pas

sage through the sequence until we obtain N, L-frame strips of motion 

picture film. Suppose we mark the first frame of each strip to identify 

the direction of time passage for each strip. We may now place the N 

strips into a box and shuffle them. If the configuration of the environ

ment is fixed for the N systems, then we may operationally define the 

unconditional probability for some during M^, as the number of
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strips which have the configuration on the ith frame

divided by the total number N of strips, i.e.,

(82) P(W =

The unconditional probability for the sequence (,CoKA— 

then is simply

(83) )- 221^2^11
* 3 Tt

and the predictive conditional probability is given by

(84) P(^. | 'j = c j
‘ * Plfiu) wifu,)

With these operational definitions it is then absolutely reasonable to 

define the retrodictive conditional probability

(85) = ptf^>rRa - 
■ PlftiV mltRj)

which as we see from our example is not anti-causal in nature but is a 

simple result of the a postiori nature of the film data.

From the above example, we see that we may interpret the predictive 

and the retrodictive random walk equations in the following way; the 

predictive random walk equation will describe the diffusion of a drop 

of cream placed in a cup of coffee. If we film this process, then the 

retrodictive random walk equation will describe the "reverse diffusion 
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process" as it appears on a projection screen when the film is run in 

reverse. We saw however, from the analysis of the transition matrices, 

that the retrodictive transition matrix is the inverse of the predic

tive transition matrix, only for deterministic systems.

When the stochastic equations were cast into their respective H 

representations, we saw that the predictive evolution operator S and 

the retrodictive evolution operator S defined predictive and retro

dictive evolution in *H.  We saw that S and S'are isometric, but that 

S is S'1 only for deterministic systems. Futhermore we saw that in 

contrast to conventional quantum theory, S is unitary only for systems 

described by equation (75). Thus we saw that the stochastic*!!  repre

sentation is distinct from the quantum representation so that stochastic 

processes can not be considered as a special case of quantum evolution.

We then postulated a mathematical structure, equation (82), in 11 

which would include both quantum evolution and stochastic evolution as 

special cases. No basis was given for such a structure, but it is 

envisioned that a more general definition of the event space 

might well produce the more general postulated structure. Recall that 

we required to be a o-algebra and further imposed the gener

alized distributive relation on It is hoped that a removal

of the generalized distributive requirement, or a mathematical gener

alization of the o-algebraic structure of , or both, will pro

duce the more general evolution picture in H.
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APPENDIX A

Suppose each of _i z ... and i tex =1,2. ••• is a

sequence of positive real numbers and there exists a real number 

such that 

co

(1A) P ( f- ^T\e. te. PIYrx) 
kx=\

Then there exists a sequence of complex numbers ? ...

and a sequence of complex numbers £OCtex^ te- = » 2 • an<^ a comPlex 

number such that the following equations are consistent:

CO
(2A) CCfe- - ^l^j^OCtex

(3A) P(^a=

and for each positive integer ft;,

(4a)

(SA) - <x*  c(6.

This theorem thus states that phases for the sequence

= 1,2,• can be found such that the double sum formed 

from the square of equation (2A) reduces to a single sum of real num

bers. Equations (55) and (gg) are nothing more than the Tl represen

tations of equations (1A) and (2A) respectively.
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APPENDIX B

THEOREM: Suppose that S is a linear continuous operator such 

that S"1 exists and I is a collection of positive integers such that 

k i. belongs to I only in case O • Then the equations

(ib) a; a, = T txfc
and

<2B) a„ = r OjlStj.OlkL'XXt, 

kx
are consistent only in case I has only one member, i.e.

(38) = 8^'

PROOF: Substitution of (2B) into (IB) for OC.produces

(4B) OCKj £<l<jlS<i.i-)lte;>(X|,i=y<tti|S(j,jx)lkiXkx\St(l,L)l|ij>OC*  CXtx 

k=I VI
Rearranging we obtain

(5B) x)lki> = 0
MI 

which may be written

(6B) ^(a*-<K iis1'Cj.kVkj>a;jS(iAAk;> = 0

If S-1" exists, the collection is I Ik,e.£ is a linearly independent

set so that (6B) is satisfied only in case

(7B) = 0 ; kxel
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Since OC^X is non-zero for each in I , (7B) is satisfied only in 

case

(sb) cck* = -.k^x

or

(9B) (X^. _ ; kxd

Thus we see that (9B) is consistent with (2B) only in case the set 

lotwa has only one non-zero member i.e., I has only one member.

Let us examine the implications of this in terms of probabilities.

Since

((OB) P(fto'1 = UkaofciOV^ oc^cx^ =

see then that the random walk equation yields

We see that the system must be in some initial state of . We also 

(11B)



CHAPTER III

DISCUSSION

In this chapter, we will cast some of the more mathematical points 

of chapter II into physical terms. This will greatly enhance the com

prehension of the mathematical apparatus and results presented in 

Chapter II.

First we will demonstrate by means of a physical example, that 

the random walk equations, retrodictive and predictive, are in general 

not Markoffian as supposed by Chung(68) but describe the evolution of 

a system for the most general type of transition probability; this ex

ample illustrates that the transition matrix reduces to a Markoffian 

transition matrix in certain instances.

We will examine the time reversible behavior of the stochastic 

structure by considering a special case of the predictive and retrodic

tive random walk equation. This special case will be the diffusion 

equation which we will show to be reversible only for equilibrium 

conditions.

We will show that the Pauli master equation follows directly from 

the stochastic formalism. This will allow us to conpare time reversal 

in quantum theory to time reversal in stochastic theory, by comparing 

the quantum time-reversed master equation with the stochastic time- 

reversed master equation. In this analysis we also point out that the 

stochastic transition rates are calculated from singly stochastic trans

ition matrices, while the quantum transition rates are calculated from 

doubly stochastic transition matrices.
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Finally we examine a simple experiment which is described by a 

singly stochastic transition matrix and examine the description of 

this experiment in terms of quantum theory and then in terms of sto

chastic theory.

THE MARKOFF PROCESS

In Chapter II we claimed that equation (29) was not in general 

Markoffian. We would like to explore this claim here.

The definition of a Markoff chain is given by Chung^B) as a chain

* Vs, for which

(86)

That is, the conditional probability for at Mu is dependent on only 

the previous outcome, the outcome of Mu-i • The conventional treatments 

of Markoff processes begin by defining a o-algebra of simple paths (as 

opposed to our more general {E(C)} and derive the Markoff form of 

the random walk equation, equation (29) , by defining the unconditional 
A A

probability for as the sum over all simple paths containing

(87) ■

Ko»l ^=1
Then the conventional definition of conditional probability is invoked 

to write equation (87) as

(as) •■■^pcvsav

The conventional treatments then consider the chains to each be Markof

fian so that equation (88) becomes
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(89) P(^=^pitxjvKjy
^L-l Wo ^?( ^L-L

and the multiple sum of equation (89) is by definition the unconditional 

probability for ^^u-i 50 ^at equation (89) may be written

(so) = y Pi^jP(-r»u.,) 
1?L-X=

which is the Markoffian form of equation (29).

We see however that equation (29), as derived in Chapter II, 

made no assumptions concerning the nature of the paths in -[E(C)}. 

Consequently we see that the conditional probability of equation (29), 

as given in equation (27) is a function of the entire sequence of 

measurements and is in general a non-Markoffian transition probability. 

Thus equation (29) is the non-Markoffian generalization of equation (90).

We may now examine our definition for conditional probability and 

ascertain what conditions are necessary for it to be Markoffian. First 

we see from our definition, equation (20) that the Markoffian definition, 

equation (86), is satisfied only in case

(91) - cu) " PCc0>c1>-->-rku.3Cu)

independent of the values for the integers Cko,fei,-*  • ,ku-i ) , thus it 

must be true that the ratio on the left hand side of equation (91) be 

independent of the path taken from Mo to ML-d. , therefore we may write 
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This equation may be manipulated into simpler forms, but the Markoff 

process is better illustrated by proceeding with a simple physical ex

ample.

Consider the example of figure 1 in Chapter II. Equation (92) for 

this example becomes

P(g
f93) ------------------- ------ ------------P(MM«,uD2)

Using the generalized distributive relation, equation (93) may be written 

as
fg4) P(G^M> D,)_________ = _________

+ + P(62>C/n Dz)

this equation may be rearranged to obtain

1 _ 1
(95) PCG.tPUDV) " ~ . PlG^M^Di)

P(G.)|v\)Dl') L'T PCG^M^D,)

which may be written

PCG.^M^Dz) _ 
(96) PCg^m^d.)

which must be satisfied if the scattering process of figure 1 is to be 

Markoffian. Equation (96) becomes clearer if we rewrite the probabilities 

in terms of their numerical definitions.

Let Hl.(.Gz >M Dz) denote the number of electrons that are observed 

to follow the track (.<□*  > OA) . Suppose that fired N^. electrons

and Ga fired N2 electrons during the experiment. In terms of numbers of
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electrons, equation (96) becomes

rvtce^ m => D.) ~ mCc^NucO

However we see that

Nt= rYX«3,>rvU D,) +
(98)

Nt= nn.(.G2^ M>D.)*  /yx(gt^m^ O2)

thus equation (97) may be written

Ni - nrx(, G'-> Di) _ mCGz-?
m (Q,-} M-'? VDt) mCG.-^M^D,)

which reduces to 

(100)
nx D,)

nI Nz

now suppose that Nj,=Ng., that is an equal number of electrons are fired 

from each gun. In this case we may multiply both sides of equation (100) 

by the fraction 1/2 to obtain

nn. ( gm -> D,) _ m, m -> p,)
(IO!) 2N - 2N

and by definition of the unconditional probability, equation (101) be

comes

(102) PCG.^M-W,) =
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For our simple example this result is exactly what we would ex

pect the Markoff process to be; a process for which the probability 

of a particle to be scattered from M to is independent of the gun 

from which it was fired. We see from equation (96) that in case N^, 

then the ratio of equation (96) must be satisfied if the process is 

Markoffian.

Thus we see that our definition of conditional probability, in 

terms of the sequenced event space, provides a clear and intuitive 

method for examining and classifying physical processes as Markoffian 

or non-Markoffian.

THE RETRODICTIVE DIFFUSION EQUATION

In the conclusion section of Chapter II we suggested that the retro- 

dictive equation (30) would describe the time reversed stochastic process.

For example, had we filmed the diffusion process of a drop of cream in 

a cup of coffee, then the retrodictive equation would describe the film 

as it was viewed while being run in reverse. Let us examine this idea 

more fully.

To do this we will investigate the diffusion process in a manner 

similar to the derivation given by Chandrasekhar($6). Whereas Chan

drasekhar begins with a form of the predictive random walk equation (29), 

we will begin our investigation with the retrodictive equation (30).

Let Mj determine { R k,} > the collection of possible position 

vectors for a particle on its jth step. The position vector Rrj 

represents the kjth configuration of the particle at step j. Let us 

suppose that the collection of position vectors which a particle may
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assume at each step is the same for each step so that the spectrum for 

each measurement in the sequence Mt > • • • 4^ is given by

Let denote the probability for a particle to have the con-
——e.

figuration at step j and let "T (Rk , \ | » j ) denote the

retrodictive transition probability for a particle to have the config

uration at step i if it is going to be at at step j, i<j.

The retrodictive random walk equation then becomes

(103) PIRr,^) = , j) P(Rte- j) ;

Now let us assume that our formalism is valid in case the spectrum 

[Rft} is continuous instead of discreet. Let Rw'- = AR^' so

that equation (103) may be written for the continuous case as

(104) P(R, L) - k| RAR,  j) PCR+bR, j)cLuR)*

We may expand P(R4-bR,j) in a Taylor series to obtain

(105) P(.R + ^,j)= P(.R,j)
L oXn IK

X

17 / [ - ------- - " l -*■  AXjt ZXX a- • - •
2- L_ I— A x

x k

substituting equation (105) into equation (104) and ignoring higher 

order terms, we obtain
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(106) P(R,_i.) - P(R»jT/<RA\ R + ^R, j) cl(AR)

+ Y" ^SLllfT,(R>ji\R*̂ ,j)^X ilcL(5R')

L_  )
x

+ y y^lf<8jl.4(T/(R/k|R*bRj)^X 1aXKd(SR)

L_ / ax,dXR
X K

we may now define the symbols

uf(Rj) =
(107)

D^.j) -

and if T" (.R, i 1R+LR , L') is doubly stochastic, then

(108) Ct\r d(SR) =1 

R4.£xRiy^X5lIXX1R.cL(^)

so that equation (106) may be written

(109) P(R,x)=F(R)j)+ !)<VP(R,j) + rD^(Rj)?_Z1121 
z—- dX^aXte

Now let us assume that a film was taken of the diffusion process 

and that we are viewing it in reverse. As we view the film, we will 

assign t_^ to step i and t_j to step j such that t_j < t_j; i<j.
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Let us divide equation (109) by (t_ j—1_ j^to obtain

(110)
_ X?(R.t-j) .VP(8m-V V" d-1 P(R,t.i)
- it.x--k.rr VPte,t'v

J JljK

To the viewers, equation (110) will describe the "diffusion" process as 

the film is run in reverse. Taking the limit of equation (110) as

->t_|, and denoting the time reversed paramater t as t_, we obtain

(111) dp(R.t-l _ y~p,'k(R,t.) + V(6a.v9P(RA-1
^+_ L___  oxxaxK

where

(112) ivm. 3TASLL = Ckr,-)  ;*

a similar derivation from the predictive equation yields

dis) = yD,k(gjt.)»isiy.-ix«».vp(«,b)
L_ dx^xn

where

(114)

[C(R,W]$- ^rn, 1 —jT(Rj|R-^,L)^Xaa(^)
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From equations (107) and (114) we see that U and

U (. R , are drift terms generated by probability bias to move 

in a preferred direction, and that D^^(R)j-+) and are

diffusion coefficients representing the tendency for the initial dis

tribution of particles to "smear" out. We see that and

are calculated from the retrodictive transition prob

ability whereas "U (. R , Jt+) and are calculated from

the predictive transition probability.

From this we see that some major differences exist between the 

predictive diffusion equation (113) and the retrodictive diffusion 

equation (111). These equations differ not only in their coefficients, 

but also we see that the drift term in equation (111) differs in sign 

from the drift term in equation (113) . This seems reasonable however, 

if we suppose that the drift term U (R, t*)  is generated by a fluid motion 

impressed on the random particle motion. In such a case, since the 

coordinate system is invariant to the direction of time motion and since 

the fluid motion would appear to reverse as the direction of the motion 

picture film is reversed, the sign of the drift vector would necessarily 

change when the direction of time flow is changed. From this discussion 

we see that time reversal invariance is not a characteristic of the 

stochastic diffusion equations.

Let us now intuitively examine the differences between the coef

ficients "U , TJ7 and Dj^ , Qcfe for a special case: one dimensional 

diffusion. Suppose the initial distribution for the predictive dif

fusion equation is a delta function 6(x-xo). Let us suppose for the 

time forward case, that a particle located at the position x at time t 
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will have an equally likely probability of being at x-Ax or at x+Ax 

at time t+At. This would require the predictive transition probability 

to be Gaussian(-56) , i.e.,

(115) T (.X, t + kt OC € °‘

and we see from equation (114) that the drift term u is zero for T 

Gaussian. For the time reversed case however, we know that the par

ticles are more likely to move toward xo as t_ increases, thus particles 

are more likely to move toward x0 than away from x0 so that the retro- 

dictive transition probability cannot be Gaussian.

Thus in case T is Gaussian, equations (111) and (113) become for 

one dimensional diffusion

(117) 2>X
d PCX,*-)  - 
a t-

(118)

The retrodictive equation (117) will obviously have different so

lutions than does equation (118). The initial conditions for the retro

dictive equation (117) will be the solution of equation (118) evaluated 

at the final time, and the solution to equation (117) will represent 

the solution to equation (118) as it would be viewed with the time 

parameter reversed.
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Thus we see that the equations of stochastic theory do not have 

a time-reversal invariance but instead express the more realistic 

view that the equations of physical theory are nothing more than a 

short-hand way of writing time-parameterized data; that is the solutions 

to the time reversed equations must appear as the time-forward data 

viewed in reverse.

THE PAULI MASTER EQUATION

We will now show that the Pauli Master Equation can be obtained 

in a general way from the predictive random walk equation and in ad

dition we will derive the time reversed form of the Master Equation 

from the retrodictive random walk equation. Once this time reversed 

form has been obtained, we can compare the time reversal characteristics 

of stochastic theory to the time reversal characteristics of quantum 

theory.

The Master Equation has been derived in many ways(^8)- (87), 

SwensonC^l) has shown the Master Equation, given below, to be valid 

for an arbitrary quantum system.

(117) = T

Q X L — —

where is the diagonal element of the quantum mechanical

density matrix*  and are quantum transition rates de

* The bibliography lists the historical papers as well as more modern 
mathematical treatments of the density matrix. See references (88)-(95).

fined by
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(118)
= JLum l<HIUlti,Wlk'>l2 at-*O  At

Law K^lUC.tjAin^r
A+ "SO

Notice that since U is unitary, the transition rates are built from 

doubly stochastic matrices.

We may also derive the Master Equation from the stochastic formalism.

Equation (117) is built for a system which has a time-invariant spectrum.

Thus for our stochastic formalism we may denote each spectrum

by . With this notation the predictive random walk equation

becomes

(119) PCfK.ij)

te'

subtracting from both sides of equation (119) we obtain

ci2’) i,i- Pt-Ryih=2j<.vR,hi i'.ii) Pty*.,to  - .*>-)

since is singly stochastic

(121) -1
te'

so that equation (120) may be written

(122)
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dividing both sides of equation (122) by (tj-t^), taking the limit as

t^->tj and defining

(123)
ij - lx

te' Ir — jlx/wx.
fcx"^ (1-J -

we obtain the Master Equation derived from quantum theory

(124) 111 - y (ixlwy P(k,t4^

There is at least one important difference between equation (124) and 

equation (117) and that is the fact that the transition rates for 

equation (124) are built on transition probabilities which may form 

either singly stochastic or doubly stochastic transition matrices. Thus 

we see that the quantum Master Equation is not the most general form 

derivable and since this equation was built to describe ensemble systems, 

it seems questionable that it is capable of describing the most general 

ensemble system.

We now will note another very important difference between quantum 

and stochastic theory; the time-reversible descriptions.

Suppose once again that we have recorded on film the process de

scribed by the Master Equation. Suppose we then view the film as its 

motion is reversed so that t+ becomes t_. As with the diffusion example 

the derivative on the left hand side of equation (117) becomes
- 

and we see from equations (118) that
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(125) 3 = gww M1 VL >V- ^.4.^ Ulfe>~ ptj,4*
at.

but the quantum evolution operator U has the property^) that

(126) U C-^l) - U’V(M')

thus we see that

l<klU(-/xt)\k'>|z= _ Kkiu+iat^lteM2-
-ixt at_

(127)

U^lU^-aDIte'yl2- _ _ Kte'i _
-at al

so that equation (125) becomes

(128) -=23ui)kkT(^,-t-')'uDte,6^«t-^

te'

which is identical to equation (117) thus demonstrating the time-re

versal invariance of quantum theory. Notice that equation (128) does 

not describe a process as if it were being viewed in reverse. Instead 

it claims that the phenomena is totally independent of the time 

direction.

Now let us consider the Master Equation as it is derived from the

retrodictive random walk equation. For the situation we are describing, 

the retrodictive random walk equation yields
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(129) ', i;<k,
k'

Subtracting P(Tk)*j^  from both sides of equation (129) we

obtain

te'

dividing equation (130) by ti-tj we see that for the time-reversed

case. t^>tj , this equation becomes in the limit as tj-^t^

(13D - y

"di- t-T—:

where

(132)

< £x

"t L — k- j

Thus we see, that we have a peculiar form of stochastic time-reversal 

invariance for the Master Equation. That is, the form of the equations 

remain invariant, but the retrodictive transition rates are entirely 

different from the predictive transition rates. We see also from 

equation (131) and equations (132), that in case

\ 'Vr, k)! — "P I tva'i*)  I "Vv- 
for each k
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then the time-reversal invariance of stochastic theory is identical 

to the time reversal invariance of quantum theory.

THE TRANSITION MATRIX IN STOCHASTIC AND QUANTUM THEORY

We have mentioned in both Chapter II and Chapter III that the 

transition matrix of stochastic theory is in general singly stochastic 

while the matrix of "transition probabilities" in quantum theory is 

always doubly stochastic. We will now apply the stochastic formalism 

and the quantum formalism to a simple experiment and show that if one 

interprets the quantum matrix elements iKfcjlUCj.i) \ as

transition probabilities then the quantum formulation fails to describe 

the most general type of data available from this experiment.

Consider the apparatus shown below. Suppose the source S emits 

N identically prepared systems which contact the measurement pair M^,Mj.

MjMi

Figure 2. Measurement pair configuration

Throughout this discussion we will use the notation shown in figure 

2 to distinguish between a configuration -ft-, of the system and the 

"state" | of a system. The configuration as we have said

earlier, is the actual result obtained by a measurement, while the state 

(is constructed to reproduce the probability for the configuration
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config-

Let denote the number of systems that are observed

A Ato have the configuration at Mi 311 ^en the configuration-^

at Mj; we will use a similar notation for the other transitions. The 

number of systems /Yk( which are observed to have the

uration -'P. at is given by 

(134) m. (4.

Dividing both sides of equation (134) by N we obtain

tl35) PCfvi) =
N N

However the conditioned probability for a system to have the configuration

at Mj if it was observed to have the configuration at

M| is given by

(136)

where is the number of systems observed to

uration -¥>. ... at M- .

Now we may solve equation (136) for/Yl( 

have the config-

) ™d

substitute this result into equation (135) to obtain

(i37) p(f»ri)=
where

<13S)

is the unconditional probability for observing a system (prepared by the
A

source S) to have the configuration at M|.
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Equation (136) can be easily recognized as the predictive random 

walk equation

(139)
2

fvn=l.

we may write the more general form of equation (139) with the compact 

notation of Chapter II

A 2 
(140) •,

V?i=L

Thus the predictive random walk formalism is simply a description of

the data from the simple experiment of figure 2.

Now let us examine the quantum description of the data from this

experiment. In this examination we will assume nothing more than the 

unitary evolution picture and the probabilistic interpretation of quantum 

theory. Let |S"> denote the quantum state of each system as it leaves 

the source at t0. Then the state |(X(A.))> of the system, just prior 

to its measurement at will be given by

(141) 1CX(X)>=

Now according to the probability postulate of quantum theory, the 

unconditional probability for a system in the state to be

observed an instant later in the state | •) is given

by or from equation (141)

U42) |<teaaw>iz = i<kau(tL,u^>l2

If this interpretation is to agree with the data of the experiment, then
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tl45) (<'idU(tL.to)lS>|2=

where, as before, is the number of systems observed to have

the configuration -^p^. at M|.

Now according to quantum theory, the system is either in the state 

I or the state 12.^ immediately after measurement by M^; thus 

the state of the system just prior to measurement at Mj is given by 

either

(144) | QL11 (j)), •= 0 (.tj.-li) 11.) 

or

(145) l(X2itj)) - U |21>

depending on whether the system was to be observed in the state 

at or in the state ( at M|. Therefore according to quantum 

theory the probability for the system to be in the state | at Mj 

if it was observed to be in the state at Mf is given by

(146) = |<6j|(XkU)>|1

or from equations (144) and (145) we may write

(147) PCTsJ-ftJ = KUjlUttjAOIRbl2

But if this is to agree with the data of the experiment then

(148) |<Kjl =
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where as before/Tl( ■*  ) is the number of systems ob-
A 

served to have the configuration at and then the configuration

at mj ■

It is obvious from figure 2 that

2
(us) =

ki=i

thus solving equation (148) forM( ), equation (149)

becomes
A a A

(150) rn.(. -fK) = Y I<Rj Iu (.tj

Dividing both sides of this equation by N we obtain

(151) 211f^L=y KfeJUCq.-tDItiM2'

M <• ** J N
Vi

and by the definition of unconditional probability, equation (151) becomes

2 

(1S2)

It would appear that equation (152) is of the same form as the 

stochastic random walk equation (140). However we see that the quantum 

"transition probabilities" of equation (152) must be doubly stochastic 

since they are built from the unitary operator U C"tj . On the

other hand the matrix of stochastic transition probabilities is in 

general not doubly stochastic since it is built from an isometric oper

ator.
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The only remaining question is, can the experiment of figure 2 be 

physically meaningful for a singly stochastic transition matrix? The

answer is obviously yes since the experiment is well defined for the

singly stochastic transition matrix

(152) T(J,1)-

So we must conclude that either there exists a physical experiment 

which quantum theory does not describe, or the probability postulate of 

quantum theory holds for only those experiments with doubly stochastic 

matrices. Certainly there are other avenues in quantum theory one 

could employ to calculate the numbers of particles making transitions 

from one state of to a state of Mj. It is clear however that the 

quantum matrix elements can not in all cases have the

probabilistic interpretation.



CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY

We see from the assumptions and mathematical development in the 

early part of Chapter II that the dynamical structure of conventional 

stochastic theory as well as a retrodictive stochastic formalism can 

be derived from nothing more than a consideration of how data is gathered 

from a sequence of measurements. Thus the dynamics of the stochastic 

process is simply a description of the temporal process of data col

lection. We see from this that physics enters the theory only when 

we "guess" values for the transition probabilities. By "guess" we mean 

an educated attempt to predict the values of the transition probabilities 

before the experiment is actually performed. The stochastic format is 

necessary to the guessing however since we must know the nature of the 

data we are going to collect before we can make any guesses.

By a careful consideration of the data process we were able to see 

that the random walk equation is in general valid for non-Markoffian 

transition probabilities. This knowledge will surely allow a larger 

class of physical problems to be handled by the random walk method.

Once the random walk structure was obtained, we were able to 

show that there existed a separable Hilbert space representation which 

is capable of reproducing the general random walk structure, both 

predictive and retrodictive. This result allowed us to compare directly 

the dynamical structure of stochastic theory with the dynamical structure 

of quantum theory. We have summarized these results in Table I, page 85. 

Item 1 displays the predictive and retrodictive formalism for both 
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theories. We see for quantum theory that the retrodictive evolution 

operator is simply the adjoint of the predictive evolution operator. 

As we saw from the discussion of the master equation in Chapter III 

this form for U leads to time-reversal invariant behavior for quantum 

evolution. For the stochastic evolution operator we saw that S is 

built from the data in such a way as to allow the stochastic equations 

to be time-reversible invariant only at equilibrium. We saw from the 

motion picture discussion of the diffusion equation in Chapter III 

that this property of S is necessary if we are to say that stochastic 

dynamics describes the way in which data is collected. Because the 

structure of the quantum evolution equation cannot properly describe 

the time-reversal nature of data it is tempting for this author to sug

gest that quantum evolution can indeed not describe experiments which 

gather data in this way. We can continue our examination of Table I 

to further support this suggestion.

We see in item 3 of Table I that the quantum evolution operator is 

always unitary while the stochastic operator S is isometric. This fact 

implies item 4, that is, the transition matrices of quantum theory are 

doubly stochastic because they are built from a unitary evolution 

operator. The transition matrices of stochastic theory are in general 

not doubly stochastic since they are built from an isometric operator. 

We saw in the simple example of Chapter III that the doubly stochastic 

transition matrix cannot describe the most general type of data avail

able from this experiment. Thus in one more instance, quantum evolution 

appears not to be built to describe certain types of experiments.
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It is interesting to note in the same context, item 5 of Table I. 

Here we proved that in case exists and thus S is unitary, that the 

evolution equation could describe only data of a deterministic nature. 

By deterministic, we meant that we knew with certainty, before the ex

periment was performed, the outcome of the experiment. This is per

fectly consistent in the context of item 4 since for the deterministic 

cast, T(j,i) has only one member and so we no longer must worry about 

the doubly stochastic property of T. This fact reinforces the plaus

ibility of the strictly mathematical proof of Appendix B, which demon

strated that the quantum evolution equation can never reproduce the most 

general form of the random walk structure.

All these facts then lead us in Chapter II to postulate a more 

general evolution picture in'H. This more general evolution is iso

metric evolution, where the isometric evolution operator $ is not re

quired to produce the phase choice necessary to obtain the random walk 

structure from the evolution structure inTl. In this way we produce 

a covering structure which includes quantum evolution and stochastic 

evolution as special cases. When S”^ exists we obtain quantum evolution 

and when S is constructed to produce the proper phase choice, we obtain 

stochastic evolution. How this more general evolution picture is re

lated to the nature of data is at this time not clear. It is a 

postulated evolution in^ in the same sense that unitary evolution is 

postulated for quantum theory. It is conjectured that a more general 

formulation of the event space (E(C)} for the measurement sequence will 

produce the more general evolution picture in*H.  In any case, we are 

no worse off epistemologically, by postulating isometric evolution than 
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we are by postulating unitary evolution. Furthermore, isometric 

evolution is clearly sound empirically since it reproduces the re

sults of both quantum theory and stochastic theory and in addition 

such a structure provides a mathematical framework within which a 

search for a yet unknown class of phenomena may be pursued.
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TABLE I

QUANTUM EVOLUTION-STOCHASTIC EVOLUTION

COMPARISON

QUANTUM EVOLUTION__________ , _____ STOCHASTIC EVOLUTION
|OC(tj)>=U(.tj1<.'||OCCt^> predictive IcX'ti^-SCj.k) (C('(H>

1 #
|O(lt^">-(j'Ctxyt.j) retrodictive (CX (k)^ =5 Ctj) |(X. C

in general SCi-

U(tj,t.x) is unitary ' S(j>L) is isometric with 
phase choice res- 

__________t T-i rf i on_________________

Transition Matrices are ,
doubly stochastic

r Transition Matrices are
singly stochastic

forms a unitary 
group in case U is a function t 
of relative time

form distinct 
j semi groups; form unitary 

group only for determinism

Time reversal invariant
Time reversal invariant only 
at equilibrium
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